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The spanish exploration of south america exploration and discovery what is now north and south carolina and
into eastern tennessee. [1] he established fort san felipe,European exploration, trade and colonization grade
level: fifth grade b. dutch in south africa c. dutch in north america c. skill objectives a. locate areas on a map.
b. make predictions based upon prior knowledge. c. summarize important facts from explorers’ expeditions. d.
understanding the importance of navigational tools. e. on a map, track the sea routes of explorers’ voyages. f
The age of exploration began in portugal. this small country is located on the southwestern tip of europe. its
rulers sent explorers first to nearby africa and then around the world.The age of exploration began in portugal.
this small country is located on the southwestern tip of europe. its rulers sent explorers first to nearby africa
and then around the world.1499 amerigo vespucci sailed from spain to south america with alonso de hojeda,
one of columbus' captains, retracing columbus' third route. 1508 juan ponce de leon establishes caparra; the
oldest settlement in puerto rico.Age of exploration. questions 1. which explorer was the first to establish a sea
route to asia? for which european country did he sail? 2. which explorer was the first to sail to the east coast of
south america? for which european country did he sail? 3. by 1600, on which continents did portugal claim or
control territory or cities? 4. which explorer was the first to sail to what are today the Although vespucci was
probably not one of the greatest explorers of the time, he was the first navigator who explored south america.
magellan sails around the worldReasons for the age of exploration. questions 1. which explorer was the first to
establish a sea route to asia? for which european country did he sail? 2. which explorer was the first to sail to
the east coast of south america? for which european country did he sail? 3. by 1600, on which continents did
portugal claim or control territory or cities? 4. which explorer was the first to sail to
Access and exploration opportunities – a view of the potential in frontier and mature basins brian horn 1
demonstrates an overview of hydrocarbon prospectivity in six regions – east africa, equatorial south america,
southern brazil, uruguay, argentina, and the gulf of mexico. the continued search for commercial
accumulations of hydrocarbons has often led geoscientists to believe that the The age of exploration
1500–1800 key events as you read this chapter, look for the key events of the age of exploration. • europeans
risked dangerous ocean voyages to discover new sea routes. • early european explorers sought gold in africa
then began to trade slaves. • trade increased in southeast asia, and the dutch built a trade empire based on
spices in the indonesian archipelago
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